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Let N points be distributed at random on [O, 1), and let y(t) be the number of points in 
[t, t+p), when p E (0,l). For certain step functions, g(t), the probability that y(t) exceeds g(t) for 
all t in [0, 1 -p) is found. Choosing g(t)= m results in a multiple comparison test, which may be 
used to test for differences between any m independent normally distributed means at a given 
experiment-wide level of significance. 
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1. Introduction 
Let N points be distributed independently and uniformly on [0, I). For given p in 
(0,l) let y(t) be the number of points in [?, t+p). Let g(t) be a step function 
continuous from the right with discontinuities permissible only at multiples of p and 
at b plus multiples of p, where b is a constant depending on p. Letting E be the 
event that y(t) is greater than g(t) for all t in [0, 1 -p), we find P(E). 
If we define a scanning interval to be an interval of length p which is dragged 
along the unit interval, P(E) is the probability that the number of points in the 
scanning interval is bounded below by a function of the position of the scanning 
interval. 
Let pn denote the size of the smalizst subinterval of [0, 1) containing IV (s N) 
points, and let n,, denote the maximum number of points found in any subinterval 
of [0, 1) of length p, Then (n,, < n) = (p,, > p), and (ft, < 12) - (y(t)< n for all t irl 
[0, l-p)). Wallenstein and Naus [6] give an expression for P( pn > p) for all II, N. 
and rational p. Huntington and Naus 13) find a computationally simpler forlmula for 
(pn > p) flor all n, N, and p, while tables for P(p,, > p) are given in Huntington [ 2). 
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Extensions of the proofs in Wallenstein and Naus [6] and Huntington and Naus 
(31 enable us to find the probability P(E) = P( y(t)> g(t) for all t in [0, 1 -p)). The 
form of the result depends on whether I/p is integer. Results for both cases are 
g&n. Kf mp(kl, U) is defined to be the minimum number of points found in any 
subinterval of [u, tr)~ [0, 1) of length p, we give an expression for P(m,(O, l)> m) 
for arbi&ary p and, as an example, for p $. To simplify notation, let mp = mp(O, 1). 
Analogous to the definition of pn, q,(u, v) may be defined to be the size of the 
largest subinterval of [u, v) containing m (s N ) points. Again to simplify notation, 
let 4fm = q,,JO, 1). Then P(q, < p) a P(m, > m). If X1 and XN are defined to be the 
smallest and largest of the N points respectively, then P(q,,,(Xl, XN)<: p) = 
P(m&, XN)> HZ). This probability is found conditional on XN - X1 by modifying 
the derivation for P(E), and may be used to provide the percentage points for a 
conditional multiple comparison test. 
‘irk proofs for the distribution of y(t) may be easily adapted to solve a discrete 
birthday problem generalizing the one indicated in Naus (51. 
2. Distribution far y(t) 
Subdivide (0, I.) into 2 L + 1 subintervals: [0, b), [b, p), [ p, p + b), [ p + b, 2p), . . . , 
[Lp, 11, where L = [ i/p], the largest integer in l/p, and b = I. - L,p. Let Iti be the 
number of points in the ith subinterval, i = 1, 2, . . . , 26, + 1. Let yi(s) be the 
number of points in [& - l)p, $(i-l)p+s) for Oss<b, and for i=l, 3 ,..., 
2L + 1, while yi(S) is the number of points in [b +3(i - 2)p, b i-a(i - 2)p + s) for 
Oss<,p-bandfori=2,4...., 2L. Let g(t) be a step function continuous from 
the right with discontinuities permissible only at ip or b + (i - 1)p for i == 
192 ,...,L. Let Bit=(ni+ni+l- yi(s)+ yi+z(S) > gi for all s), where 0 6 s e< b and 
gi=g(S+t(i-1)p) for i=l,3,..., 2L+l, and where OSs<p-b and gi= 
g(s+b+.$(i_2)p)fori=2,4,.. ., 2L. In the following, det)l/eij!i is of size L, while 
detl l/hi!1 is of size L + 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Given Xpoints distributed independently and uniformly on [0, l), let 
y(t) be the number of points falling in [t, t +p) for t in [0, 1 -p) and for given p in 
(0, 1). For g(t) a step function continuous from the right wr?h discontinuities permis- 
sibleonlyatiporb+(i-I)p,fori=1,2,..., L, 
P(y(t)>g(t)foralltin [0, 1 -p))=x R detll/eiiil detlllfii!l, 
c? (1) 
where the summation is o;ver the set Q of all partitions of N into 2L -I- 1 non -negative 
integers ni satisfying ni + ni+l B gi for i = 1,2, . . . ,2L, R = N!b”(p - b)N-M with 
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2L-2149.2 L--i 
&ij = c ok .- c g2k9 
i-2L-2j+2 
1a,isjsL, 
k=L-j+l 
2L-2j+ 1 
=- 
c nk + 5’ g2k, lSj<iGL, 
k=2L-2i+3 k-L-i+1 
2L-2i+3 L-i+1 
f ii = c nk - c &!2k-1, lSi=SjSL, 
k=2L-2j+3 k=L-j+2 
2L-2j+2 L-i-t- 1 
=-- 
c nk+ c g2&-1, l<j<isL. 
k=2L-2i+4 k=L-i-t-2 
In both determinants, 1 /Y ! = 0 if u c 0 or v > N. 
Proof. Denote by E the event (y(t)> g(t) for all t in (0, 1 -p)). Then P(Elni E 
Q) = P(niky’ Bi), and, since {Bj: i = 1,3, . . . ,2L - 1) is conditionally independent 
of (Bi: i=2, J,..., 2L-2}, P[E(ni E Q)= P(nfZ: Bzi)P(nf, 1 B2i- 1). Using the 
notation of Barton and Mallows [l], to find P(nfi;’ Bzi), let y?L-?i+2(t), n2L__2isz, 
and z&=2 2L-2i+1 n& -&: && correspond to their A&n), ai, and Cyi respectively. Then 
P(nFZi B2i)=det[l/eij!lnf=l nzi!. In a similar fashion, P(nf--*l Bzi- I)= 
detlllfii!lnL” i=l ytzi-I!. Obtain P(E) by multiplying P(E/.vi E Q) by the multinomial 
distribution of {ni}, P(ni)= R/flf6T1 ni!, and summing the product over the set Q. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If p = l/L, L integer, the result (1) is modified to 
P(y(t)>g(t) for all t in 10, 1 -l/L))= N!L? &a det(l/e$!l, ia 
where the summation is over the set Q* of all partition5 of N into L 
integers, nl, n2, . . . , nL satisfying ni > g* =g(s+(i- 1)/L) for WV: l/L, for 
i-=1,2 ,..., L, 
L-i-t 1 
e$ = t: (nk -&)+gT-i+l, 1Gi:SjGL 
k=L-j+l 
= - 5’ (nk-gE)+gE-i+*, l<jCiSL, 
k=L-i+2 
and l/e;! = Qife$<Oore$>N. 
A special case of Theorem 2.1 deserves attention. mp was defined aklove to be 
the minimum number of points found in any subinterval of [O, 1) of length p. Then 
(m, > m) = (y(t)> m for all t in [O, 1 -p)), and the: result (1) is modified to 
(mp > m) = C R det( l/cii!I det) 1 /dij!I, 
Qm 
(3) 
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where the summation is over the set Q,,, of all partitions of N into 2L + 1 integers ni 
‘satisfying ni+ni+l >fP2 for i = 1,2,. . . , 2L, R is defined in Theorem 2.I, and cij 
bind dii are obtained from eij and )$ respectively by setting k = m for all k. 
As SKI example, the distribution of m,, for p > 4 is derived. In this case L == [1 /p] = 
1, b = 1 -p, and we subdivide [0, 1) into three subintervals: [O, b), [b, p), and [p, 1). 
Then, from Theorem 2.1, 
P(B+ det 
I 
1 fn3! l/(N-m)! 
l/(m - nz)! l/ni! 
nl!n3! (4) 
where R = N !( I- p)“1+“~(2p - 1)“2. 
P(&) may alternatively be found by a random walk argument. BI is equival’ent to 
the event hat a path of length n I+ n3 beginning at height n I+ n2 > m and ending at 
n2 + 123 1:~ mremains on or above the horizontal line m f 1. The path moves up one 
unit when, as an interval of length p slides from 10, p) to [ 1 -p, 1), a point enters the 
interval. The path moves down one unit when a point leaves the interval. :Suppose 
the n.umber of points in the intervals [0, 1 -p), [ 1 -p, p), and [p, 1) zizre nl,, n2, and 
n3 r~~pectijv :ly, Then, by means of the reflection principle, 
W&J= 
tq!n3! 
m+n3 ( ) (m -nz)!(N-rn)! nl 
(6) 
This result for P(&) agrees with that obtained in eq. (4). The argument leading to 
P(&) as expressed by eq. (6) is analogous to an argument used by Naus [4] in 
developing the distribution of the size of the maximum cluster. 
The probability, P(q,,, (X1, X,) c p) = P([m,(Xl, XN) > m ) lmay be found by 
conditioning on the range pN = XN -Xl. Conditional on pN, X2, X3, . . . , X&1 are 
distributed as the order statistics of N - 2 independent and uniformly distributed 
random variables on [Xl, X1 + pv). Scanning [Xl, X1 + IAN) ywith a sea nning interval 
of length p is equivalent o scanning [Xl, X1 + 1) with a scanning intl:rval of length 
q = p/pN. Then, with cq, = qm(0,1),p(q,(X1,Xrnr)<PIPN)=P(q~~qIx~~~X1+1)* 
To find P(qm <:qIXN = X1 + I), divide [Xl, X1 + 1) into 2L’+ 1 celk, where L’ = 
[ 1 /q]. Condition on the cell occupancy numbers, ni, and apply the procedures of 
the proof of the Theorem. We find I 
P(+(Xl, X~)<g]prv)=&:, § detjI/&!l det)l/Ei!l, (‘9) 
wh,ere & is obtained from Q, by subskuting L’ for L and by requiring Iti -t ni+l* 
m !fori==1,2,... ,26 ‘. In addition S = (N - 2)! B K (q - B)“-*-“, B = I-- L’q, K = 
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c go 12 :!j+l, and Eij and Fij are obtained from Vii and fii by substituting L,’ for L and ~1 
for gi. 
3. .Application 
Eq. (7) may be used to derive the percentage points for a conditional multiple 
comparislon test. An unconditional test may be obtained by averaging 
P(y,(X~, XN) < p] pi) over the distribution of pN,. 
Let X’r, i = 1, 2, . . . , N be N independent normally distributed random vari- 
ables. Assume E(XT ) = gr and Var(XT ) = (B7. The null hypothesis to be tested is 
I&:~~=~~=*~*=&. Let @ b e the standard normal cumulative distribution 
function, and define @T1 (XT)= cPS1((X” -.%*)/u\. i = 1,2,. . . , IV, where x* is 
the mean of X”, i = 1,2, . . . , N. Let Xi(i = 1,2, . . . ,, N) be the order statistics of 
@f’(XT), and define Fi to be the mean of the distribution corresponding to Xi. 
Using P(q,(Xl, X,)<P~PN) we may test for differences between m adjacent 
means. For fixed m and IV, if p is chosen such that P(q,,,(Xl, X,,,)>plpN)< cy, and if 
for any j, Xj+.m-1 - Xj > p, then conclude ~~.+.,,, - 1 > pi with an experiment-wide level 
of significance cy. 
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